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This might be our most useful Sassy holiday yet: November 15th is National Clean Out Your 
Refrigerator Day. First of all, YOU ARE WELCOME! Second of all, WHY is this a holiday?


Well, why not? One of the things that often gets overlooked is that simple task of cleaning out our 
fridges. We just keep putting groceries and leftovers into it, and by the time it's empty enough to 
make cleaning it an easier task, we're focused on refilling it, and don't necessarily have the time or 
inclination to get it cleaned out. 


Apparently, the folks over at Whirlpool, the company that makes home appliances like washers and 
dryers and dishwashers, and, yes, refrigerators, came up with National Clean Out Your Refrigerator 
Day in 1999. They even had a help line that people could call to get cleaning tips. The reason they 
picked mid-November is so celebrants could have clean iceboxes in time for Thanksgiving. 


So, how do we get a good, clean fridge? Through our exhaustive research, we have discovered two 
separate options:


Option #1: 

1. Take everything out of fridge.


2. Using warm, soapy water, wipe down entire inside.


3. Remove and wash drawers, and VERY IMPORTANTLY, underneath drawers.


4. Vacuum underneath and behind refrigerator.


5. Check expiration dates and get rid of anything bad, yucky, old, and/or expired.


6. Condense doubles (i.e., put all ketchup in one container instead of wee bits in four bottles).


7. Re-stock with fresh, yummy food
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Option #2:   

1. Cast on your skein of Bold Mold, our Sassy Holiday colorway for this month, knit yourself a 
special little something-something, and hope that someone else in your family cleans out 
the damned fridge.


Obviously, we vastly prefer Option #2, because that means that we don't have to clean, and instead 
can just knit. We still want fresh, yummy, food, however, so when you convince someone else to do 
the cleaning, have them go to the grocery store, too. You can't be expected to knit all of that yarn 
on an empty stomach, can you? ;)


Note that in this skein of Bold Mold, we have not rewound the skein. This is a new thing for us, and 
we decided to begin with Bold Mold so you can, errr, see the growth. Get it? Moldy growth/business 
growth…


As we close in on celebrated holidays like National Clean Out Your Refrigerator Day, and its lesser-
known companion, Thanksgiving, we are reminded that the end is near. The end of the year, that is. 
There's a chill in the air, and the days are getting shorter and shorter. You know what that means, 
right? The first year of the Sassy Holidays Yarn Club is coming to a close. We've got one more 
Sassy Holiday, and it's a doozy…We're putting the finishing touches on 2019, so keep your eyes 
peeled. And, most of all, thanks so much for joining us this year in our tour of Sassy Holidays!


December 23: Festivus 
It's a Festivus for the rest of us, as Frank Costanza from Seinfeld famously stated. With the "Airing 
of the Grievances" and "Feats of Strength," it's a welcome addition to the holiday offerings this time 
of year. 

Sassily yours,
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